BIOFACTORY
BOUNTY PROGRAM
Biofactorycoin bounty program is designed to spread the word
about our goals and development progress with the help of
community. A bounty program participant is welcomed to
write or share posts about Biofactorycoin product and will get
rewarded for receiving feedback in the form of likes,
followers or views.

YouTube
Requirements for Youtube videos and video sharing:


Bounty applies to a maximum of 2 videos.



Channel MUST be at least 2 months old.



Videos MUST BE at least 2:00 minutes long.



Video description must contain a link to biofactorycoin.com.



Videos that do not have a human voice-over will only



receive 30% of the total bounty.

Appreciated topics:


biofactorycoin.com (I’m Looking to Invest)



Biofactorycoin Description (Breakdown)



Biofactorycoin ICO (How it Works/Tutorial).

Please email us with a screenshot of your channel’s
YouTube Analytics overview to vitalijus@biofactorycoin.com
for approval.

Rewards for

VIDEO SHARING
>1.000.000 Subs + >300.000 Views = 400 BFC
> 500.000 Subs + >150.000 Views = 200 BFC
>100.000 Subs + >30.000 Views = 100 BFC
>50.000 Subs + >15.000 Views = 50 BFC
>25.000 Subs + >8.000 Views = 30 BFC
>10.000 Subs + >2.000 Views = 20 BFC
>5.000 Subs + >1.000 Views = 14 BFC
>1.000 Subs + > 400 Views = 8 BFC
>100 Subs + >50 Views = 2 BFC

Bounty Program

Reddit

Rules for posting and/or commenting about
Biofactorycoin on Reddit to earn coins:


Your account must have at least 100 post- and
20 comment-karma.



Your account must be at least 1 month old.



Posts and comments with negative Karma
don’t qualify.



Posts and comments on r/BFC will be
rewarded for up to 3 comments/posts on the
same user account.



Rewards for

Rewards for

POST
UPVOTES

COMMENT

>1000 = 100 BFC

UPVOTES

>500 = 60 BFC

>1000 = 40 BFC

>250 = 40 BFC

>500 = 20 BFC

>100 = 15 BFC

>100 = 7.5 BFC

>50 = 7.5 BFC

>50 = 2.5 BFC

>35 = 3 BFC

>30 = 2 BFC

>20 = 2 BFC

>20 = 1 BFC

>10 = 1 BFC

>10 = 0.5 BFC

For a post to be counted, it needs to be posted
in relevant subreddits for the ICO, e.g., r/
bitcoin, r/ethereum, r/ethtrader, r/icocrypto, etc

>5 = 0.5 BFC

Bounty Program

BitcoinTalk
Thread Campaign

Requirements:

Rewards for



Be at least a Full Member or up at bitcointalk.org.



Write at least 80 comments within official BioFactoryCoin thread
at BitcoinTalk.



Make at least 2 comments daily.



Spam is not allowed and spammers will be declined from
the program and reported to moderator.

COMMENTS
>450 = 35 BFC
>400 = 25 BFC
>350 = 15 BFC
>300 = 15 BFC
>250 = 5 BFC
>150 = 2.5 BFC
>80 = 1.5 BFC

Bounty Program

Facebook

Post about BFC and earn coins on Facebook
1. Like and follow BFC Facebook page
2. Post or share a pitch about BFC.

Requirements:

Rewards for

COMMENTS
>1.000.000 Friends/Followers = 40 BFC
>500.000 Friends/Followers = 20 BFC
>100.000 Friends/Followers = 6 BFC



Your account must be at least 3 months old.



You must give BioFactoryCoin Facebook page a like.



An account only qualifies once, no matter how many

>50.000 Friends/Followers = 3 BFC
>10.000 Friends/Followers = 1 BFC

posts you make.


Minimal amount of posts to qualify for this bounty is 5.



Maximum amount of posts to qualify for this bounty is 1

>1.000 Friends/Followers = 0.5 BFC

post per day.

Bounty Program

LinkedIn
Post about BFC and earn coins
on LinkedIn
1. Follow BFC @LinkedIn.
2. Share and like posts of the

Rewards for

POST

about BFC.

RE-POST

>1.000.000 Followers = 100 BFC
>1.000.000 Followers = 50 BFC
> 500.000 Followers = 50 BFC
> 500.000 Followers = 25 BFC

BFC LinkedIn page.
3. Make a post on your profile/wall

Rewards for

> 100.000 Followers = 25 BFC
> 100.000 Followers = 15 BFC
> 50.000 Followers = 15 BFC
> 50.000 Followers = 5 BFC

Requirements:

> 10.000 Followers = 10 BFC
> 10.000 Followers = 2.5 BFC
> 1.000 Followers = 5 BFC



a minimum 500 Connections or Followers.


> 1.000 Followers = 1.5 BFC

Your LinkedIn account must have

You must be an active and regular

> 500 Followers = 2.5 BFC
> 500 Followers = 0.5 BFC

LinkedIn user, and your account must
have a Public Profile status.

Bounty Program

Twitter

Tweet or retweet posts on twitter containing ALL of the
following hashtags: #BiofactoryCoin #ICO #ethereum.
1. Follow @Biofactorycoin on Twitter
2. (Re-)tweet only content from/about the official
@ Biofactorycoin.

Requirements:



Your Account must be at least
3 months old.



Only Tweets containing all of

Rewards for

TWEETS

You must be a @BiofactoryCoin
follower.



You can qualify for this bounty
with a maximum of 30 (re-)tweets.



>1.000.000 Followers = 40 BFC
> 500.000 Followers = 40 BFC
> 500.000 Followers = 20 BFC

(re-)tweets per week.


> 100.000 Followers = 14 BFC
> 100.000 Followers = 16 BFC
> 50.000 Followers = 8 BFC
> 50.000 Followers = 8 BFC
> 10.000 Followers = 4 BFC
> 10.000 Followers = 2 BFC

You can qualify for this bounty
with a maximum of 10

Retweets must be retweeted

RE-TWEETS

>1.000.000 Followers = 80 BFC

the listed hashtags qualify.


Rewards for

> 1.000 Followers = 1 BFC
> 1.000 Followers = 0.5 BFC
> 500 Followers = 0.5 BFC

from the official @ BiofactoryCoin
channel.

Bounty Program

Translate
Requirements:



Email us at vitalijus@biofactorycoin.com to see if our Whitepaper is available for translation to selected
language.



Please note that we seek all translations to be of quality. They will be closely looked into in order to avoid
copy-pasting from Google Translate.



Approved interpreters are expected to translate the BFC Whitepaper.
Reward: 200 BFC

Feedback
At Biofactorycoin, we appreciate your help on improving our Whitepaper. You are welcomed to evaluate it and
send us constructive feedback. Both positive and negative comments are of value. If we implement your
feedback, you are to be rewarded with an additional coin.

Reward: 200 BFC


Constructive Feedback = 1 BFC



Feedback Implemented = 2 BFC

If you have an offer for our Bounty Program, please email us at vitalijus@biofactorycoin.com

Bounty Program

